The following are pictures from the week of Feb. 5-15, 2018 in regards to the Life Sciences Building Façade Improvements and Addition Project. Construction is going well and at this point we are still on target to open up the interior of the addition for use by staff and students the first part of March. There will be some exterior panels to be installed on the entry vestibule of the addition, and obvious site restoration that can be finished once the weather breaks. Obviously there will be a lot of activity over the next few weeks with windows going in, lighting to be installed, floor finishes to be placed, equipment to connected, and furniture to be moved in. The addition will definitely be a place of furious activity as the contractor pushes to complete it.

The top-left photo shows the progress of the finishing of the interior of the addition. All of the roof structure and associated mechanical and electrical has been painted white. Some of the wallboard has even been painted.

The top-right photo shows the progress of the installation of the remaining two layers of roofing to be installed on the addition. This next layer is where the rigid insulation board will be installed which will help the addition meet the current energy codes.

The bottom-right photo highlights the installation of the wind screen panels on the north face of the existing building. There are only a few remaining bays to be finished.

The bottom-left photo shows the fact that the vertical portion of the new sunshade system is mostly finished on the southeast, south, and southwest faces of the existing building. There is still some miscellaneous trim to be attached before the horizontal pieces can be installed.